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1. RESUME DU DELIVERABLE / SUMMARY
  
Dans  cette  tâche,  nous  analysons  la  «  conscience  »  de  lui  même  (self-‐‑awareness),  des  autres  et  
de  son  environnement  (social-‐‑awareness)  nécessaire  au  robot  pour  interagir.  L’objectif  est  de  
doter   le   robot   des   capacités   lui   permettant   de   bien   comprendre   l’interaction   et   de   bien   la  
gérer.    
  
Pour   trouver   quels   étaient   ces   éléments   nécessaires,   nous   nous   sommes   penchés   sur   le  
domaine   de   l’action   jointe   homme-‐‑homme.   Il   est   en   effet   intéressant   de   constater   que   de  
nombreuses   recherches   sont   menées   aujourd’hui,   aussi   bien   en   psychologie   qu’en  
philosophie,   dans   ce   domaine   et   qu’il   fait   l’objet   de   nombreuses   publications.   Nous   avons  
pensé  qu’il  était  important  de  bien  comprendre  ces  recherches.  
Nous   avons   pour   cela,   mené   un   premier   travail   autobiographique,   majoritairement   axé   sur  
les   travaux   de   Tomasello,   Knöblich   et   Sebanz   en   psychologie,   et   Pacherie   et   Bratman   en  
philosophie.   Ce   travail   intitulé   «  Key   elements   pour   Human-‐‑Robot   Joint   Action  »,   présent  
dans   la   suite   de   ce   deliverable,   a   fait   l’objet   d’une   présentation   à   la   conférence   Robo-‐‑
Philosophy   dont   les   proceedings   sont   en   cours   d’édition   dans   Frontiers   of   AI   and  
applications.   Une   version   étendue   de   ce   papier,   auquel   Elisabeth   Pacherie   a   accepté   de  
participer,   est   en   cours   d’écriture   et   sera   édité   chez   Springer   «  Studies   in   the   Philosophy   of  
Sociality  ».  
En   analysant   l’ensemble   de   ces   travaux,   nous   avons   pensé   qu’il   était   important   pour   la  
communauté   robotique   de   s’ouvrir   à   cette   communauté   de   l’action   jointe   homme-‐‑homme  
(tant  en  psychologie  qu’en  philosophie).  Pour  permettre  cette  rencontre,  nous  avons  organisé  
un   workshop   pluridisciplinaire   à   la   conférence   RO-‐‑MAN   en   août   2014.   Ce   workshop   ainsi  
qu’un  résumé  des  contributions  est  présenté  dans  la  suite  du  livrable.  Nous  sommes  en  train  
d’essayer  d’éditer  les  contributions  de  ce  workshop  dans  un  numéro  spécial  d’International  
Journal   of   Social   Robotics.   Ce   workshop   qui   a   réuni   plus   d’une   trentaine   de   chercheurs,   a  
permis   à   des   philosophes   et   des   psychologues   de   présenter   les   travaux   actuels   en   action  
jointe   homme-‐‑homme   et   aux   roboticiens   de   présentés   à   ces   derniers   les   défis   auxquels   ils  
sont   confrontés   lorsqu’il   s’agit   de   faire   interagir   un   homme   et   un   robot.   Nous   présentons  
également   l’exemple   qui   a   servi   de   fil   rouge   au   workshop.   En   effet,   il   nous   a   semblé  
important  que  les  chercheurs  s’approprient  un  exemple  commun  pour  permettre  un  meilleur  
échange.    
Cet  exemple  a  fait  l’objet  d’une  étude  et  d’une  implémentation  au  LAAS  dans  le  cadre  d’un  
stage  de  Master  réalisé  par  Sandra  Devin.  Son  rapport  de  stage  est  joint  à  ce  livrable.  
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Abstract. For more than a decade, the field of human-robot interaction has
generated many valuable contributions of interest to the robotics community at
large. The field is vast, going all the way from perception to action and decision.
In the same time, research on human-human joint action has become a topic of
intense research in cognitive psychology and philosophy, bringing elements and
even architecture hints to help our understanding of human-human joint action. In
this paper, we would like to analyse some findings from these disciplines and
connect them to the human-robot joint action case. This work is for us a first step
toward the definition of a framework dedicated to human-robot interaction.
Keywords. Action, Joint action, Architecture for Social Robotics, Human Robot
Interaction

Introduction
For more than a decade, the field of human-robot interaction has generated many
valuable contributions of interest to the robotics community at large. The field is vast,
going all the way from perception (e.g., tactile or visual) to action (e.g., manipulation,
navigation) and decision (e.g., interaction, human-aware planning). In the same time,
research on human-human joint action has become a topic of intense research in
cognitive psychology and philosophy, bringing elements and even architecture hints to
help our understanding of human-human joint action. In this paper, we would like to
analyse some findings from these disciplines and connect them to the human-robot
joint action case. More precisely, we are trying to address in this paper the following
questions:
• What a robot needs to understand about the human it interacts with for the
interaction to be successful and thus what capacities the robot should be
equipped with to ensure it can build this understanding?
• On the other hand, the robot also needs to be understood by its human partner.
How this understanding operates and what is needed to enable the robot to
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behave appropriately and in a way that manifests what it is doing to the human
partner
This work is for us a first step toward the definition of an integrative framework
needed for the design of an autonomous robot that can engage in interaction with a
human partner.

1. Related work and vision
Let’s illustrate by a simple example, the kind of interaction we envision. A human and
a robot have the goal to build a pile with 4 cubes and put a triangle at the top. There are
face to face. One after the other, they should stack bricks in the expected order. Each
agent has a number of cubes accessible in front of him and would participate to the task
by placing its cubes on the pile. At the end, one of the agents should place a triangle at
the top of the pile.
Figure 1 illustrates the initial state. Actions available for each agent are the
following (with object = cube or triangle): take an object on the table, take an object
from the pile, put an object on the pile, give an object to the other agent, support the
pile.

Figure 1: initial state
Each agent is able to infer the state of the world so it knows: where each object is,
if an object is reachable for itself, if an object is reachable for the other one. Moreover,
we assume each agent is able to observe the activity of the other. Figure 2 presents
what the expected final state could be.

Figure 2: possible final states

Possible deviations could be for example that an agent drops a brick on its side / in
the opposite side (e.g. if the brick falls down on the opposite side so that it becomes
unreachable for the intended agent to put it on the pile, consider whether the other
agent should put the brick directly on the pile or give it to the intended agent) or that
the pile collapses. Moreover, during the execution of the task, a number of behaviours
can arise, among all: Proactive behaviour (one agent could [be lead to] help the other
one by supporting the pile while the other places a brick on it), "Inactive" behaviour
(one agent does not act at all) or "Incorrect" behaviour (one agent does not pile bricks
in the correct order or one agent removes a correctly placed brick from the pile).
A number of robotics systems, that could be more or less considered as
frameworks or architectures dedicated to human-robot interaction have been built,
among all [2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29]. These works have made
the robotics community move a step toward understanding human-robot interaction
specificities. We want now to have a look on the needed elements to build a frame
around all that contributions and this paper is a first step toward this search.
Our aim here is to link human-robot interaction needs to human-human joint action
research and to see how it can help to frame such architecture effort.

2. Acting Autonomously
Before entering the joint action domain, we feel necessary to situate the context of
autonomous (or individual) action. According to Pacherie [18], today dominant
position in philosophical action theory is that ”behaviour qualifies as action just in case
it has a certain cause or involves a certain sort of psychological process”. In the same
stream, Tomasello [30] proposes that an ”intention is a plan of action the organism
chooses and commits itself to in pursuit of a goal. An intention thus includes both a
means (action plan) as well as a goal” and that ”choosing an intended course of action
(decision making), the organism consults both its stored knowledge/skills and its
mental model of current reality”. We are now equipped, with a definition of an action,
an intention, a goal and a plan, elements that should be handled to enable acting.
In the 90’s the robotics community tackled the problem of robot control
architecture and gave to it several solutions. One of them was the three-layered
architecture [12, 1, 16, 17, 25, 29], which defines:
• A functional level which includes all the basic built-in robot action and
perception capacities. These processing functions and control loops (image
processing, obstacle avoidance, motion control, etc.) are encapsulated into
controllable communicating modules. In order to make this level as hardware
independent as possible, and hence portable from a robot to another, it is
interfaced with the sensors and effectors through a logical robot level. In order
to accomplish a task, the next level activates the modules.
• An execution control level, or executive, which controls and coordinates the
execution of the functions distributed in the modules according to the task
requirements. It is at this level that context-based action refinement is
performed.
• A decision level which includes the capacities of producing the task plan and
supervising its execution, while being at the same time reactive to events from
the previous level. This level may be decomposed into two or more layers,

based on the same conceptual design, but using different representation
abstractions or different algorithmic tools, and having different temporal
properties.
This architecture relies on representation of action, goal, plan as well as robot’s
knowledge and skills. However, robot knowledge representation and management is
still an open problem.
Interestingly, Pacherie [18][19] proposes an action theory that also distinguishes three
main stages in the process of action specification:
! distal intentions level (D-intentions) in charge of the dynamics of decision
making, temporal flexibility and high level rational guidance and monitoring
of action;
! proximal intentions level (P-intentions) which inherits a plan from the
previous level and which role is to anchor this plan in the situation of action,
this anchoring has to be performed at two levels: temporal anchoring and
situational anchoring;
! motor intentions level (M-intentions), which encodes what neuroscientists call
motor representations; with two levels of dynamics: local (specific to each
level of intention), global (transition from one level of intention to the next).
This nicely shows a convergence between a philosophical theory of action and a
robot control architecture dedicated to action. It seems relevant to have a look if we can
build a similar convergence with joint action theory.

3. Acting Jointly
As stated by Knoblich [15] “What distinguishes joint actions from individual actions is
that the joint ones involve a shared intention and shared intentions are essential for
understanding coordinate joint action”. Tomasello [30] says nothing else when he
assumes that “Understanding the intentional actions and perception of others is not by
itself sufficient to produce humanlike social or cultural activities. Something additional
is required. Our hypothesis for this “something additional” is shared intentionality” and
more precisely [30] “shared intentionality refers to collaborative interactions in which
participants have a shared goal (shared commitment) and coordinated action roles for
pursuing that shared goal”.
Pacherie proposes a theory of joint action, which also considers three levels of
action [20, 21, 22]. If we try to map this theory to robot architecture, we can describe
these three levels as the following:
3.1. Shared Distal / Decisional Level
At this level, acting lonely, the robot handles its goal, plan and decision-making; all
elements that it represents would be realized by itself. Acting jointly, the robot must be
able to handle joint goal, plan and action representation and possibly cooperative
decision-making (including e.g. joint planning abilities). It will represent not only what
would be achieved by itself but also by the other (with potentially different levels of
granularity and completeness). Moreover, high level monitoring would include not
only its monitoring but also more generally monitoring of the joint goal and
consequently monitoring of the other actions too.

3.2. Shared Proximal / Execution Level
It is at that level that will arise situational and temporal anchoring of the action, which
means parameterization of functional level and functions launching and monitoring. At
that level, the robot and the human need to be able to share representations (in the best
case jointly) and to coordinate their perceptions (to achieve joint attention) in order to
coordinate their actions and possibly realize adjustment (dyadic, triadic and
collaborative) in the current context.
3.3. Coupled Motor / Functional Level
This level will correspond to robot sensory-motor behaviour that would allow to
achieve high-bandwidth interaction with its human partner. An example could be
exchanging an object with a human and the associated force-feedback processes. In
such tight situation, involving precise coordination between the actors, the
parameterization of the functional level needs to be coupled with the one of the other
actor. That means, e.g. that the robot control loop would be directly parameterized by
the other actor move or action.
We see that this three layers division seems meaningful not only for the humanhuman case but also for the human-robot case. Having that in mind, we will now
explain which elements are needed to setup a framework based on this.

4. What is needed for Joint Action?
We want now to identify and localize the main ingredients and process involved in
joint action and how they can make sense in a robotics context. To do so, we will
inspire from joint action theory [20], shared intentions theory [30] and other works in
psychology of joint action [15] or language [6]; some of those works derive from joint
intention theory [8] and shared cooperative activity [4].
According to Knoblich [15]: “a joint action is a social interaction whereby two or
more individuals coordinate their actions in space and time to bring about a change in
the environment”. In [20], Pacherie proposes several dimensions of joint action, in our
case, we will consider what she calls: small scale, egalitarian, involving face-to-face
interaction. We will first study intentional action understanding as a first step to joint
action, then analyse joint attention and elements that need to be shared to end up with a
proposal of joint representation definition.
4.1. How to Share?
It is obvious that dialog and negotiation is a way to share [8], but there we will focus on
lower level means to achieve joint action.
4.1.1. Intentional Action Understanding
A very interesting prerequisite to joint action established by Tomasello in [30] is
understanding of intentional action. We mean that each actor should be able to read its
interactor actions. For an observer to understand an intentional action, he must, viewing

an actor’s action and more precisely actor’s course of actions, be able to: represent the
actor’s intention (i.e. its goal and plan, and possibly to understand that a choice has
been made between several plans) and to understand what the actor is attending to in its
perceptive field. This kind of ”reverse engineering” process is possible under the
assumption that the viewer owns representations about/of the other: its knowledge and
skills (and possibly its lack of knowledge) and its model of the current reality as
illustrated in the Figure 3 that represents the intentional action understanding. At left,
the robot represents the other (in this case the human) and infers what it is doing. At
right, the human represents the other (in this case the robot) and infers what it is doing.

Figure 3: intentional action understading
What does this say for a robot to understand a human intentional action? That
means, we must equip the robot abilities to represent ”the other”. To this end, the
question has to be answered if it could use its proper representations adapted to
the ”other” or if any other form of representations is needed. This capability should be,
of course, limited to the context and the tasks the robot will be involved into: for
instance navigation and associated activities, or simple object manipulation in domestic
environment.
On the other side, for a human to understand a robot intentional action, he must
have access to robot knowledge and skills, this means the robot should be (and behave
so that to be) understandable to the human. That means too, that the human must be
able to infer the robot model of the current reality and it is not so simple since the robot
sensing abilities are not fully readable by the human.
4.1.2. Joint Attention
One key means to share perceptual representation in face-to-face interaction is joint
attention. Attention is the cognitive process of selectively concentrating on one aspect

of
the
environment
while
ignoring
other
things
(from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attention). Pacherie defines joint attention as “two people
attending to the same object or event + actual attention sharing (there must be some
causal connection between the two subjects’ acts of attending) + mutual manifestness
(the fact that both are attending to the same object or event should be open or mutually
manifest)”([20] page 355). This concept, that we could find too in [30] or [15] for
example, is key because it states that if joint attention is established, whatever
information I can get, I can consider my interactor would have it too if it occurs in the
joint attention space. It includes what both interactors perceive, but also what only one
interactor perceives (e.g. if one part of the table is hidden to the robot, the robot can
establish that it cannot see a part of the environment, whereas the human is able to see
this part - and vice-versa, the robot can assume the human knows that a part of the table
is hidden to the robot and that the human can see this part.). This raises a number of
questions: How can a robot know that the human it interacts with joint attended with
him to the joint task? What are the cues that should be collect to infer joint attention?
Symmetrically, how can a robot exhibit joint attention? What cues the robot should
exhibit to let the human infer that joint attention is met? Moreover, once joint attention
is achieved (or at least a given level of joint attention if we consider it is not a 0/1
option), how should it be managed during the overall course of joint actions?
Tomasello [30] explains that actors need to handle cooperative perception while joint
goal unfolds. How can we handle cooperative perception? Does this need to be taken
into account at planning level or at anchoring level?
Under joint attention assumption, in the joint attention space, all events that
happen are supposed to be shared between the interactors. It has to be noticed that this
information needs to be filtered by perspective taking abilities ([15]): if the robot is in
face of the human and perceives that brick 1 is at its left side, it should infer that brick
1 is at the right side of human. Moreover, that does not say anything about what both
the interactors perceive means for both of them. It is there shared action/task/goal
representation is helpful.
4.2. What to Share ?
In [20], Pacherie establishes that a number of elements must be handled by each agent
to drive a joint action:
• self-predictions: agents each represent their own actions and their predicted
consequences in the situation at hand.
• other-predictions: agents each represent the actions, goal, motor and proximal
intentions of their coagents and their consequences.
• dyadic adjustment: agents each represent how what they are doing affects
what others are doing and vice-versa and adjust their actions accordingly.
• joint action plan: agents each have a representation (which may be only
partial) of the hierarchy of situated goals and desired states culminating in the
overall joint goal
• joint predictions: agents each predict the joint effects of their own and other’s
actions
• triadic adjustment: agents each use joint predictions to monitor progress
toward the joint goal and decide on their next moves, including moves that
may involve helping others achieve their contributions to the joint goal

In our context that could be illustrated by Figure 4.

Figure 4: What to Share ?
That means the robot needs to be able to handle: its world representation, a world
representation of the human it interacts with (again potentially limited to the task to
perform), the possible effect of its actions on the human actions (and vice-versa), their
joint goal and action plan representation, a prediction of their actions, a mean to
monitor progress toward the joint goal (and possibly mean to revise the on-going joint
plan). A triadic adjustment means that the robot and the human can adapt their
behaviour toward the joint goal. That means for example, that if the human brings
down its brick in the robot space, the robot will place the brick on the stack. If it had
done a dyadic adjustment it had make accessible the brick to the human to let him
finish its action, a dyadic adjustment means that the robot and the human can adapt
their behaviour to the other actions (not toward the joint goal). It has to be noticed that
Tomasello [30] does not use exactly the same nomenclature and adds another
adjustment (engagement in its vocabulary) level: the collaborative level where he
considers the two must plan together toward the joint goal (he does not consider that it
is done at previous levels of dyadic and triadic) that could handle behaviour where the
human can hold the stack while the robot places its last brick (from [30] page 682). To
be able to deal with such elements, the robot must share representations with the human
it interacts with: perceptual representation, (joint) action/task/goal representation. This
idea of sharing representation drifts from shared intentionality [30], shared intention
[15] or interdependence of the individual intentions [21]. However, it has to be noticed
that shared representation does not mean common representation. Representations
could differ, the important thing is that we are aware of.

4.3. Where to Share ?
Representation sharing could be helped by mechanism such as affordance. From [15],
object affordances are the action opportunities that an object provides for an agent with
a particular action repertoire whereas common affordance states that when two agents
have similar action repertoires and perceive the same object, they are likely to engage
in similar actions because the object affords the same action for both of them. That
means we must give to the robot access to object and common affordances model to
help its human understanding.
Representation sharing would help the robot to achieve perception-action
matching [20] in 2 directions: action-to-goal prediction (goal attribution to observed
action execution) and goal-to-action prediction (anticipate the observed actor’s next
actions). It goes in the same direction as [15] common predictive models: ”action
simulation can lead to emergent coordination because it induces the same expectations
about the unfolding of actions in different actors and thus induces similar action
tendencies for future actions”. Consequently that would help actions prediction and
monitoring and also enable dyadic, triadic and collaborative adjustment.
That means that:
• perceiving an object, the robot and the human it interacts with must share
information such as:
o I perceive the object, you perceive the object, I know you know what
I perceive;
o I know what it is (or not), I know you know what it is (or not), I
know you know what I know;
o I know what is its purpose (or not), I know you know its purpose (or
not), I know you know what I know;
o I know how to handle the object (or not), I know you know how to
handle the object (or not), I know you know what I know;
e.g. for a robot seeing a telephone on the table next to the human, what would be
inferred/shared?
• perceiving an action, the robot and the human it interacts with must share
information such as:
o I perceive the action, you perceive the action, I know you know what
I perceive;
o I know what it means (or not), I know you know what it means (or
not), I know you know what I know;
e.g. for a robot, viewing the human scratching its head, what would be inferred/shared?
The needed information, its various levels and the way to represent it, even it has been
studied in different ways remains an open question that need to be tackle. Moreover, in
case of loss or lack of information sharing, the robot needs to be able to inform or
facilitate the information acquisition of the human. This has to do with expressive
multi-modal behaviour and what is called mutual manifestness (see below).
In addition, we have the intuition that shared representation seems not enough in the
context of human-robot interaction. We need what we can call joint representation, i.e.
if we refer to Pacherie joint attention definition, we could define joint representation
as:”two people sharing a representation + actual representation sharing (there must be
some causal connection between the two subjects’ acts of sharing a representation) +
mutual manifestness (the fact that both are sharing the representation should be open or
mutually manifest)”. This means that we know (or not) a representation should be

shared mutually. In human-human interaction, assumption can be easily made from
both sides on what the other knows or not, this is far more difficult in human-robot
interaction. On the robot side, this indicates that we need to integrate into the robot
means to share representations explicitly with the human but also means to recognize
and understand them (and to learn them if needed). On the other side, a human
interacting with a robot is often disconcerted because it is difficult for him to have
intuitions about robot capabilities and inabilities. What is missing here is what
Tomasello [30] named cultural creation/learning, or Clark [6] common ground, and that
is something we need to come up with.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed an analysis of some findings in Psychology and
Philosophy in the domain of human-human joint action in order to come up with needs
in terms of knowledge and abilities that a robot, interacting with a human, need to
handle.
We propose that intentional action understanding, joint attention and joint
representation management are key elements to better human-robot interaction
unfolding. Then, we’ve seen that framework proposed by Philosophy such as [22]
could be inspiring in the search to frame an architecture dedicated to human-robot
interaction.
This work is a first step toward the objective to identify and incrementally give an
accurate description of the different needed abilities and how they are involved in the
overall process of collaborative human-robot task achievement.
Future steps would be to continue to analyse inputs from Philosophy and
Psychology and to analyse if our requirements have been already implemented in a
robotics architecture (even part of) and how. From this basis, we will continue to try to
formalize (when possible) and to devise the pertinent human and task related models
and the associated decision-making, planning and situation assessment processes.
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Vers l’action jointe homme-robot
Sandra DEVIN
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